Assignment #4

Issued: Tuesday, October 31, 2000
Due: Tuesday, November 14, 2000 in class.

Description

This is a research paper. What that means is you have to write a research paper. Not just a bunch of data sheets turned in to bulk up your paper. INCLUDE REFERENCES!

Paper Description and Topics

Write a 10 page paper (arial, 11pt, double spaced) with illustrations:

Last name A – G

Topic: Describe the WAP (Wireless Access Protocol) used for web usage on cell phones. Describe limitations and benefits.

Last name H – P

Topic: Describe the Bluetooth wireless protocol and how it will be used in the marketplace.

Last name Q – Z

Topic: Compare and contrast three microcontrollers architectures similar to the PIC processor. Include the PIC processor as one of the three.

What to Turn in for This Assignment

For this assignment, you must turn in the following items:

It MUST be typed. No handwritten answers accepted.

How Your Assignment will be Evaluated

Your document will be evaluated on the completeness, clarity and accuracy. This assignment is worth 100 points. Grammar counts as does spelling.